
Overview of Drone Course 

 
 

1, What is a drone / Timeline, history of drone 

2, Use of drones / different types and uses 

3, Physics of your drone 

4, Mechanics of your drone 

5, FAA regulations  

6, Photography / Videography/ editing 

7, Presentation  

Assembly of drones will be on Saturday mornings !!!! 



 

Lesson 1  

Introduction 
I would like to welcome you to our very first drone course. I hope that you will enjoy 
our time together. I have put a lot of thoughts, research and creativity in this course. I am 
confident that our knowledge and joy about learning will increase until the end of this 
class. So sit back, grab a pencil, relax, smile……..and get ready to learn. 

 

What is a drone? 
If your friend, neighbor or cousin asks you what a drone is, how would you answer 
him/Her? 

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

A drone is an aerial vehicle. Wait a minute, what does aerial actually mean?  

Let’s see what the definition of that word is. 

 

aer·i·al 

[ˈerēəl] 

ADJECTIVE 

1. existing, happening, or operating in the air. 

"an aerial battle" ·  

[more] 

synonyms: 
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raised · upraised · uplifted · lifted up · high up · aloft · aerial · overhead ·  

[more] 

NOUN 

1. BRITISH 

another term for antenna. 

"jiggle the aerial on the radio" 

synonyms: 

flagpole · flagstaff · pole · post · rod · support · upright · aerial ·  

[more] 

2. (aerials) 

a type of maneuver in gymnastics, skiing, or surfing involving freestyle jumps or somersaults 

 

So, can we agree that a drone is an aerial vehicle? Sure, it is….. but it is more than that. 
Drones that fly through the air are called unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV). 

Unmanned means simply that these computerized drones do not contain a pilot or 
passenger. They are basically flying robots. 

 

Some drones are able to navigate on their own. They fly on a preset ………. Wait a 
minute, there is another big word again. Let’s see what that word actually means. 

pre·set 

[prēˈset] 

VERB 

(preset) 

1. set or adjust (a value that controls the operation of a device) in advance of its use. 

"the water is heated quickly to a preset temperature" 

synonyms: 

prearranged · arranged/established in advance · set · fixed · preset ·  

[more] 

NOUN 

1. a control on electronic equipment or on software that is set or adjusted beforehand to facilitate use. 
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Ok, I think we understand what that word preset means. It means set, adjusted. 

So, let’s go back to the text.   The drones fly on a preset  

 

(set/adjusted) flight path on a Global Positioning System (GPS). Did we ever hear 
about a GPS system before?? I am pretty sure you have seen one in your dad’s car 
or on your iPhone. 

Other drones are piloted by using a remote control, just like yours.  

 

 

 

Here are soldiers who operate drones from a control center at a base in Iraq. 

 

 

 



Different types of drones 

 
Drones come in all kinds of different shapes and sizes.  

- Military Drones  

 
 

 

 

 

- some look like gliders 

 

- some resemble helicopters 

 



- some UAV’s have four rotors, some have eight or even more. 

 

 

- some drones can carry small things like books or medical supplies.

 

 

- Bigger drones can carry weapons for combat. 

 

 



- Do you know what Harry potter, captain America and some other movies have in 
common? They were all partly filmed with drones. 

 
      ( All pictures used in this lesson were taken from google.) 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 


